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ON REFLECTIVE SUBCATEGORIES 

By Cho, Y ong-Seung 

Let α be a given fu lI subcategory of '?!. Under what conditions does there 

‘exist a smalIest, replete, reflective subcategory α* of '?! for which α* contains 

α? The answer to this question is unknown. Even if '?! is the category of 

uniform spaces and uniform maps, it is an open question. J. F. Kennison 

:answered to the above question partialIy, in case '?! is a complete category with 

a well-founded bicategory structure and α is a fu lI, replete and closed under 
the formation of products (1]. In this paper, the author could construct a 

’ smalIest, replete, reflective subcategory α* of '?! for which α육 contains α under 
'other conditions except the fact that α is full. 

Throughout this paper, our definitions and notations are based on ((1] , (5] , 

[6] , [10] , [11]). The class of all epimorphisms of '?! will be denoted by Efr 

and M '6' the class of alI monomorphisms of '?!. 

DEFINITION. Let '?! be a category and let 1 and P be classes of morphisms 

'on '?!. Then (I, P) is a bz'category structure on '?! provided that: 
B-l) Every isomorphism is in Inp. 

B-2) [ and P are closed under the composition of morphisms. 

B-3) Every morphism 1 can be factored as 1=지 lowith 11ε1 and 1，。εP.

Moreover this factorization is unique to within an isomorphism in the sense 

that if I=gh and gε1 and hEP then there exists an isomorphism e for which 
,elo= 1z and ge=/1• 

B-4) PCE 

B-5) ICM 

DEFINITION. (I, P) is a ηrglzt bz'category strμcture on '? if it satisfies B-l, 
:B-2, B-3 and B-4. 

DEFINITION. Let '?! be a category and let 1 and P be classes of morphisms 
of '?!. Let XE'?!. Then A is an I-subobject of X if InHom(A , X) ~ø. The 

‘ category '?! is [-μlell-powered if each Xε'?! has a representative set of [-sub-
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objects. The terms P-qμotz'eηt and P-co-well-powered are defined duaIIy. 

DEFINITION. A bicategory sutrcture (/, P) on '? is well-Iounded if '? is T-

well-powered and P-co-well-powered. 

DEFINITION. A subcaterory α of '? is re뼈ete if Aεα and X isomorphic to、

A imply XEα. 
; 

DEFINITION. Let α be a subcategory of 95. A morphism 1: x-• Y is z'njective
with respect to α if for aII morphisms g: X-• A with Aεα there exists a. 

morphism h : Y 'A such that hl=g. The class of all morphisms of 95 which, 
are injective with respect to α is denoted by 1Jf w(α). 

LEMMA 1. Let 95 be a complete category and let α be a /iμll， rellectz've sμb-. 

category 01 95. Then ot z's a complete category. 

DEFINITION 1. Let α be a subcategory of a complete category 95 and let Lα be ‘ 

the smallest limit closed subcategory of 95 such that αCLα. Then Lα is caIIed 
the limzï closure 01 α. 

LEMMA 2. (Freyd-Isbell) Let 95 be a category with products. Let (/, P) be a' 

right bicategory structμre on 95 such that 95 is P-co-well-powered. Theκ α is

P-rellectz've zjl ot z's closed under the lormation 01 products and I-sμbobjects. 

PROOF. For a proof, see (1. 2) in [1]. 

THEOREM 3. Let 95 be complete and let (/o, P o) be a well-founded bicategory' 

structure on 95, ot a lull subcategory 01 95, !lð the lull sμbcategory consistz'ng 

olIo-subobjects 01 the limit closure Lot 01 α， and P=￥r .fjf(Lot)nF.fjf' Assuηze 

that !lð is P-co-ωell-powe1’ed. Let 1 be a class 01 morp!u'sms such that (/, P) z's a 

right bicategory strμctμre 0χ !lð and let α* be the lull subcc. tJgory 01 all 1-

subobjects 01 ηzembers 01 Lα. Then α* is the smallest, lull, replete, rellective 

subcategory contaz'1zing α. 

REMARK. Let (/0' P 0) be a well-founded bicategory structure on 95 and let 

1= {g : g=le and eεP implies e is an isomorphism}. Then 1 is unique and (/, P} 

is a right bicategory structure on !lð under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.3 [1] • 

PROOF OF THEOREM 3. According to Lemma 2. 1 any fuII, refIective subcat

egory of the complete category 95 is complete. Thus any full, refIective subcate

gory of 95 containing α contains the limit closure Lα. It suffices to show that 
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ot* is the smaIIest, fuII, replete, reflective subcategory of ~ for which LαIα%. 

AIso Lot is replete and closed under the formation of products since Lα is closedl 

under limits. α용 contains Lα by its construction. By Lemma 2. 2, α* is reflec

tive in !ß and !ß is also .reflective in~. Thus α*. is .reflective in ~. Let X

be the fuII , replete, reflective subcatogory of ~ containing α. Then X contains‘ 

Lα. To prove α*CX， let xEα* be given. Then there exists g: X-• A with 

gEJ and AELα. Let lz: X .D be a reflection map in X. It suffices to show 
that h is an isomorphism. Since AεLαcX there exists d: D-• A such that 
g=dh. Let e: D-• B be a reflection map in !ß then there exists unique mor

phism 1: p-• A such that le=d. Then eεPO' Indeed, let {fa : D-• Ba} be a 

representative set of morphisms such that Baε!ß and laεPO' Let 1: D-• 

DB a be determined by P al =1 a for all α. Let 1=/110 in (10' P 0)' Then 10 is. 

the required morphism e. Again since leh=gεJ， ehεJ. 

i 
11, , 2 

x ID E i A' 
r 

u, 
g 6 

A f B 

In order to show hεE ~"~. assume U.h=Unh where μ Uo : D-• E and' Xu.9J'’ 1"-"2 
EεXU!ß. If EεX， then μ1 =U2 since h is a reflection map. If Yε!ß there 

exists λ :E-• A' with À.εJA and A’εLα Thus À.u1h= À.u2h. Since A'εX and o u.1JU .J:-:.L \o-.,;;.L.IVV_ .L J..1u..:J '.K'l'f'-

h is a reflection map and À. is a monomorphism, U1 =U2' Since e, h are reflection 

maps and LαcX and Lαc!ß， ehε1Jf Æ(Lα). Since e is an epimorphism and 

h is an epimorphism in XU!ß, eh is an epimorphism in !if. Thus ehεP， and 

ehElnp. Hence eh is an isomorphism and (eh) -1 (eh) =z"d, h(elz) -1eJz =h, 
hEEXUg. It foIIows that h is an isomorphism. 

COROLLARY 4. Let ~ be a complete category wz"th well-Iounded bz"category 

structure (1, P) and let α be any lull subcategory o/~. Let α， be the smallest, 

lull, replete subcategory whz"ch Z"S closed unde1’ products contaz"nz"ng ot. Let !if' be 

the lull subcategory consz"stz'썽 01 all J-subobjects 01 ot'. Let !ß be the liκlt 

subcategory consistz"ng 01 all J-sμbobjects 01 Lα. Theη !if =!if'. 
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